
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

IN DETAIL:

With all the delight of a cheeky schoolboy, Gary is becoming the most quotable
one-liner merchant in comedy. He wrote for 8 Out Of 10 Cats and A League Of
Their Own before stepping into the spotlight on Mock The Week and 5Live's Seven
Day Saturday. Having showcased his unique comic style at the Place Theatre, the
Hot Water Comedy Club, the Comedy Store, as well as on television, Gary has
been widely lauded as one of the best executors of the one-liner in comedy. He
famously delivered a set at Live at the Apollo featuring 15 one-liners in 3 minutes.
Respected by peers and loved by audiences his brilliant, razor-sharp and
occasionally dark lines win over any crowd and leave them struggling to
remember all the ones they want to tell later.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Gary Delaney possesses an energy and intellect which combined make for
dynamite comedy. His speed and dynamism create a magical energy which has
audiences rapt and hanging on his every word. He brings an animated passion to
everything he says.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

With a wealth of experience in the corporate entertainment sector, Gary can
create a bespoke show to suit any corpora on individual requirements.

Gary Delaney is one of the most popular TV, radio and corporate comedians available in the UK today. Sony Award winner and
Chortle award nominee, Gary has performed at the UK's most pres gious venues including the Edinburgh Fes val Fringe.

Gary Delaney
Stand-Up Comedian

"One of Britain's grandmasters of the one-liner" Chortle
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